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MOBILEFORESTER AS A NEW INNOVATIVE MEASURING DEVICE
IN FORESTRY
ABSTRACT
Accurate data is a pillar of modern forestry management. These are the only sources of
information on the basis of which forest holdings can carry out an efficient management. The
data collection is a time and cost consuming task, which emphases the importance to develop
effective technologies and devices.
In the last decades different methods have been developed for measuring trees, forest and
wood and wood stacks. Taking into consideration the amount and market value of wood, the
accuracy of measurement is highly important, as the price is calculated according to the
measured amount. Management needs the best and most effective device to do the task.
MobileForester is a newly developed high-tech solution, integrating almost all measuring
tasks into one digital tool. It measures the tree height and diameter by means of remote
sensing. It determines the forest stock with a digital relascope function. The stack parameters
are collected easily and the data is stored without data loss. This article explains the functions
of the high-tech device for measuring the forest - the most important source of lignocellulose.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The MobileForester is revolutionary new, and intelligent measuring device developed by
Hungarian WOODSPRING R&D Company. The company was established in 2003 to create
new solutions and develop high-tech equipment in forestry and the wood industry. The
MobileForester effectively helps foresters measure trees and forests, and also benefits log
brokers. This is a multi-functional device for measuring tree height, tree diameter, log volume
and forest inventory (Bitterlich relascope). This single piece of equipment replaces all
existing instruments used to measure forests. Only the MobileForester forestry measuring
device has a laser rangefinder, compass, altimeter, caliper and a Bitterlich-relascope.
The new device provides a very user-friendly surface and creates the digital data during
the measurement process. Every data is saved in a file, the file name and metadata (such as
location, number or code of forest site and wood species) can be defined by the user at the
beginning of the measurement. Using the MobileForester makes the work of foresters much
easier and faster. There is no need for post-processing of paper-based data, as the measured
values are immediately recorded in digital form. The measurements are recorded by digital
techniques, which you can easily download and open in any database software (E.g. Excel).
The device also records the GPS coordinates during all surveys.
The MobileForester offers some innovative solutions to make the measurements more
precise and effective. The zoom function brings the target close to your eyes and you can
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point it easily with the cross hairs. This function is very useful the trees can be more than 40
meters away. The other revolutionary innovative solution is the remote measurement method
without touching the tree to measure the breast height diameter. You can save work and time
by eliminating walking to the trees and by so your work efficiency can be three to five time
higher.
2. FUNCTIONS
2.1 Distance
It measures the distance of individual trees and other objects in the field up to 50 meters
and in the best light as far as 70-80 m.
2.2 Tree height
The MobileForester determines the tree height, considering the slope of the ground. The
measurement of tree height is possible on both a flat and sloped area. On flat land you
measure the distance of the trunk from the where you stand, and then point at the top of the
tree. The system calculates the height automatically and after stores the result to a file.
On a sloped area, you measure the distance to the tree, then point at the bottom of the tree and
then point the top. This 3point measurement provides you a very accurate result in any field
circumstances.

Figure 1.
Measuring tree height

The rapidity and accuracy of the measurement is greatly aided by the zoom function showing
the target enlarged on the display. The species are recorded automatically during the
measuring. You can choose the species in the beginning from the list but you can modify it
during the survey or even add a new one.
2.3. Tree diameter
Traditionally the tree diameter is measured with a caliper, and for this have to go close to
the tree which is very time consuming process. The MobileForester makes these
measurements from a distance so you don’t walk to the tree. The measurement can be made
up to 40-50 m, which saves time. First we measure the distance of the tree. The zoom helps
precisely aim this function. The device automatically determines the diameter at the height of
the measurement. After measuring of the trunk, the app runs an automatic tree diameter
measuring algorithm and shows you the results on the screen with two pointer arrows on the
two sides of the trunk. If it is not perfect, you can manually modify it by touching the pointer
and moving it to the correct place.
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Figure 2.
Measuring tree diameter

This method makes the measurement work highly effective. The MobileForester can be fixed
on a monopod, which helps to hold the breast height. The built-in leveling display also
ensures accuracy.

Figure 3.
MobileForester with monopod

2.4. Timber volume
The valuable logs are measured individually to get a reliable price for the logs which is
the base for billing. First we measure the distance of the cut surface from the MobileForester
and the system recognizes the circumference of the log automatically. The user measures the
circle diameter which is drawn onto the log, or a circle equivalent to the surface, or for an
oval log, by fitting an ellipse. Using the butt area and the specified length, the application
calculates the volume of the log. The MobileForester offers a circle which can be manually
modified, and after acceptance the data is stored in a file.
It is not necessary take the pictures exactly perpendicular to the butt surface, because the
device can sense the angle difference on the picture and run the process on a transformed
picture. This function can be very useful for logs lying on the ground.
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Figure 4.
Timber volume

2.5. Stack solid content
Stacked logs with smaller diameters and lower value are not measured individually but in
a stack. This needs an integrated method which can determine the ratio of wood and air space
within the stack. The MobileForester has an extra function to determine the solid wood
content of the stack. This highly intelligent and complex method offers a very effective and
precise solution for traders and sellers of industrial wood, like paper mills, board factories
and foresters.
Determining the stack volume is an important and time-consuming task. We save time
and money by using the MobileForester to measure stack solid volume. Reducing the
potential for error, the device provides precise data, which are reliable for both of the
company and the customer.
During the measurement we take a photo of the stack, which can be drawn around with
the help of the application. In the resulting image, an algorithm automatically detects the
butts. We can correct manually if necessary. From the resulting surface and the length given
at the beginning of the measurement, the device calculates the solid volume. Three tables can
be retrieved at the end of the process: summary information about the stack, classified data
based on log diameter classes, and individual data.

Figure 5.
Stack volume

2.6. Relascope
Multiple measurements of tree diameter in a circle produces the data of forest inventory.
Of course this needs the wood species. Using this function, you can estimate the wood
volume on the forest site which determines the amount of wood that can be produced. The
use of natural resources, like wood, requires conscious, sustainable activity of modern
forestry and one of its keystones is precise and effective measurement.
Using a relascope is the most complex task in the forest to determine the living stock of a
forest site. This digital technology increases both accuracy and efficiency
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You can enter five species in every measuring point. The device saves and displays data
while entering data. This eliminates the need to keep anything in mind during the survey. The
zoom function greatly contributes to the accuracy of the measurement, since you can easily
decide whether the tree fits the selected bandwidth. The MobileForester offers four
bandwidths, which provide greater measurement accuracy in thicker or end-use forest sites.
The measuring height is assisted by a built-in leveling.
The average tree height and diameter for the circle measurements can also be entered by
measurement or estimation. Canopy coverage is given by estimation. The device
continuously shows the direction angle so the area can be traversed according to a set plan
The application also allows you to view statistics per measuring point.
With the MobileForester, you can measure, file inventory, and map management on a single
device. Thus, the device is an active, versatile coworker of foresters.

Figure 6.
Relascope
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